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Coin (“TigerEx”) purpose
TigerEx coin will provide liquidity and trading opportunities to current Members of CMFDH, a hedge
fund managed by Nicholas Levenstein & Company (“NLC”) (visit https://levenstein.net/hedge-fund for
more information). In addition, it will offer the global community of crypto-coin traders the opportunity
to earn highly competitive interest, trade with the same opportunities and information as a Wall Street
professional, and succeed without the necessary privilege or networking that was the prerequisite of
financial market access in the past. We will share plentiful data for analysis as well as links to online
position, cash and fund valuation.

Coin (“TigerEx”) Description
TigerEx is a zero-coupon note (“Token”) that is backed, 100:1, by the underlying hedge fund, Crypto
Money Fund Dollar Hedge (“CMFDH”), based in the Republic of Georgia. While the Token is incomeoriented, it makes sense to make a market for token holders rather than to air-drop dividends that
would otherwise incur transactional fees and potential taxes in some markets.
Since the token’s value is known to the penny, and published within milliseconds by CMFDH’s manager,
NLC, token-holders (“Purchasers”) can trade the asset with NLC and other Purchasers based on virtually
real-time information.
The crypto-derivative exchanges have leapfrogged a century of financial market innovation in a period of
five or six years. NLC leverages this power for Purchasers by creating an asset that is valuable, liquid and
very east to audit. Token holders receive automatic access to the near-real-time price feed. For
auditors or investors, we are now exporting a periodic record every 30 seconds, enabling rapid tracking
and analysis. The position marks will line up against our summation of our static pool of accounts,
offering an ideal feed for auditors and customers alike.
Ideally our asset will be available on multiple blockchains. We plan to follow the example of larger
crypto exchanges such as Binance and Kraken, which exchange USDT (Tether) tokens on different
blockchains such as Ethereum and Tron. We intend to offer that ideal of a convenient and easily
auditable exchange mechanism in the near-term future.
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Transactions Facilitated
Token manager NLC will facilitate three types of transactions for Purchasers:

Issuance
When rates are high, which in turn decreases the intra-quarter Token value, NLC may issue additional
Tokens and dilute existing token holders who are Hedge fund Members of CMFDH. Members’ dollardenominated valuation should not increase or decrease materially; however it is likely in the case of
Issuance that the expected yield of CMFDH and Tokens will immediately be lower. The intention of
Issuance would be to take advantage of high rates to trade and increase the overall yield of the fund
based on the blended valuation of old and new positions created by NLC for CMFDH and Purchasers. An
Issuance would look something like the chart in “Exhibit I – Issuance.” Members have the same value,
temporarily lower yields and CMFDH has more cash to enter high-yielding positions.

Redemption
The opposite of Issuance conditions may exist: Yields have fallen, Token/CMFDH’s value have risen and
NLC has already liquidated positions that are at a profit. IN such a case NLC can increase its Members
yield by purchasing on their behalf Tokens with cash in CMFDH. See “Exhibit II – Redemption” in which
case the value of Members’ Token balance yields higher but contains less cash.

Recapitalization
As a finance company NLC must focus on a period of specialty; for NLC and TigerEx Purchasers, it is the
quarter. CMFDH Hedge Fund investors should get all their US Dollar investment back plus more at the
end of the quarter. The inherent problem is that it is difficult for CMFDH to provide liquidity for
investors during the quarter because between future expirations their investment may show a loss. In
addition, NLC has a fiduciary responsibility to all Investors and Token holders so liquidating part of the
portfolio in order to satisfy anything short of a 100% majority may be unfair.
People like liquidity. Liquidity gets a premium. So, we can create a healthy secondary market since NLC
itself can make a market. TigerEx is a bearer instrument so any investors can trade at their own price.
NLC is also incentivized continuously to make a market on behalf of its Investors and Token-holders.

Account Balance, Periodic Profits and Current Yield
Records public and permanent
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All CMFDH Members can have NLC trade their tokens or redeem them personally. Their blockchain
address on TigerEx will tell them when they came into possession of the coins. Records from NLC’s
market making or the Defi protocol exchange will tell them how much they paid for the coins.

Periodic Profit and Current Yields
Everybody will know periodic profit metrics such as MTD or YTD metric. Also, typical bond calculations
like yields to contract expiration are very easy to make and base trading decision upon.
For instance, a Purchaser may see this scenario for 1 of the tokens:

coin price
profit/coin at current prices at quarter
end
Yield
Today
contract expiry
Days
annualized yield

$6,538.03
$

220.71
3.38%
10/19/2021
31-Dec
73
18%

The calculations are very simple and, compared to publicly regulated bond or fixed income markets, the
trading, fee, and yield info is very transparent to Purchasers.
And if at the end of the quarter the Purchaser wants to know his percentage yield, those records are
permanent and available through public blockchains. Tigerex.net will also provide some calculation
tools to improve transparency.

Fees
Portfolio Fees
Current fees for CMFDH are set at 2% management fee plus success fee of 20% of profits. Thus far
CMFDH has waived some management fees for investors. No matter where fees land, CMFDH will
transfer coins from Purchasers and Investors to its own account on a pro-rata and Pari passu basis such
that there is no fee advantage to being a public Purchaser or CMFDH Member. The advantage of
CMFDH members over public Purchasers is that NLC will trade pro-rata with CMFDH members when
market making, diluting or repurchasing Tokens. Also, it is likely USA persons will only be allowed to
invest through CMFDH rather than owning the Token.
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CMFDH members may always be paid out in cash or intra-quarter in Tokens.

Nominal Information Fees
NLC will charge a small token fee to see the special near-real-time display of its information screens,
trading activity and static pool history. We do not anticipate such fees will materially affect Members or
Purchasers returns. However, since fees will be payable in TigerEx it will ensure that information
gatherers are by definition Members or Purchasers. NLC may impose public address balance minimums
in order to see the info screens.

Decentralized Finance “Defi” Strategy
Strategic Advantage
Blockchain Defi presents TigerEx with a huge strategic advantage. The exchange mechanisms that
benefited income issuers in the past are now free or irrelevant. As entrepreneurs NLC can utilize all the
built – in record keeping, transparency, auditability, client information and increasingly speed. All
transactional and trading records are accessible through our own calculations and public keys. Token
holders can also access current and historic information on the underlying asset prices kept every 30
seconds. See Exhibits 5 and 6.
In the future it may be necessary to engage a large audit firm to confirm our work. However, all records
are verifiable on large exchanges and blockchain. If EY does work for us, it will be a very short
assignment.

Multiple Protocols Planned
Our Defi Strategy is linked to popularity, market cap and price. As of the composition of this paper, the
top defi exchanges are:
I.
II.
III.

DyDx
UniSwap <and>
Pancake Swap

We are also qualitatively interested in Solano because of its speed and low cost.
Another important facet of our strategy is that we will be protocol-agnostic. NLC will burn and create
coins for Purchasers who would like to use different protocols in the future. In this way USDT has been
exemplary as they have made themselves available on the Tron blockchain when ETH “gas fees”
(transaction costs) were higher. However, in spot market trading there is no differentiation between
classes of USDT tokens based on blockchain availability.
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Summary: Blunt Instruments are Good in Finance
TigerEx is already positioned to fulfill its Promises
NLC already manages very successfully the CMFDH fund. The token would help us provide liquidity and
trading opportunities for our existing Members and new Purchasers. NLC is already doing many things it
must do to be successful, notably minus issuing a Token.

TigerEx’s limited ambitions will stimulate creativity
The fact that TigerEX is a simple zero-coupon income instrument will allow for inexpensive trading and
easy calculations. However, it will also allow others to eventually trade the asset more creatively than
NLC does to the benefit of CMFDH Members and TigerEx purchasers. We welcome third parties
innovating with research, derivative contracts and things we cannot imagine yet. Simplicity and
openness are the necessary ingredients to our success.
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Exhibits
Exhibit I – Issuance Math
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Exhibit II – Coin Repurchase
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Exhibit III – Sample Screen of Bitcoin Future Yields in Dollars
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Exhibit IV – Sample Screen of Ethereum Future Yields in Dollars
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Exhibit V – BTC Price and Data History for Token Holders
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Exhibit VI – ETH Price and Data History for Token Holders
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